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Abstract: General Zia-ul-Haqs martial law regime in Pakistan has gradually
 
reorganizec many secular institutions to bring them into conformity with his
 
advisors' view of Islamic ideology. The government's Islamization program,
 
which many observors believe to be directed at political rather than
 
religious 2nds, has touched women's lives in the areas of civil law,
 
educational institutions, and employment. This paper stresses the concrete
 
and symbolic consequences of the government's Islamization program for
 

responses government activities through both the 


Pakistani women. rhe concrete impact of these policies has directly 
affected only a minority of women, largely articulate urban women. Their 

to Women's Division of the 
Zia Government and women's voluntary organizations are reviewed here. The
 
author suggests, however, that government policies have indirectly affected
 
all women through the minimal financial resources committed to women's
 
potential role in economic development.
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THE IMPACT OF ISLAMIZATION POLICIES ON PAKISTANI WOMEN'S LIVES, 1978-841
 

General Mohainmad Zia-ul-Iaq, laadar of Pakistan since 1977, has based

his governmcnt on what he has called the Nizam-i-Mustafa ("The Order of the

Prophet"). Zia's government has 
gradually reorganized many secular institu
tions to bring them into conformity with his advisors' view of Islamic
 
ideology. The Islamization 
program includes the teaching of Islamiyat (the

history and cultural traditions of Islam) in all schools and colleges, the

in Lation of 
a system to collect zakat and ushr (contributions to the poor

en3oined by the Qur'an), and eff -rET to revise the entire legal system,

including the Constitution, to conform with the shar'iah (Islamic law).2
 

Many observers, both interna; and external, feel that 
Zia's Islamization
 
policies are largely symbolic, directed at political rather than 
religious

ends. Nevertheless, many contemporary Is-amic revival 
movements have had a
major impact on women since women lack the political power necessary to
resist the government's manipulation of their social 
position to please the
 
conservative portions of the country's population. 
 In particular,

legislation regulating women's 
public participation in Pakistan serves

important function of diverting public attention 

the
 
from the much more


difficult economic and politica, issues that leaders have not yet been able
 
to resolve. This paper examines the 
effects of Zia's Islamization program

on civil law, educational institutions, and employment, stressing the
 
concrete a3 well as the symbolic consequences for Pakistani 
women.
 

LEGAL ISSUES
 

Muslim Family Law and Women's Legal Access in the Recent Past
 

The overwhelming proportion of Muslim women 
are wives and mothers; their

legal concerns thus center on laws affecting the family. Customary law

defined family law under the British until 193/, when 
the Muslim Personal
 
Law CShariat) Application Act wis passed for all of India except the

NWFP. 5 The shar'iah, or sacred law of Islam, accorded 
women certain
 
rights which were not recognised by customary law, but not all these
of 

rights were won in 1937. 4 For example, the Qur'an clearly states that
 
wives, mothers, and daughters should receive specif-T portions of their male

relatives' estates, but 
 Muslim women in Pakistan were denied these

inheritance rights even after 1937. 4 The 
Dissolution of Muslim Marriages

Act of 1933 extended restricted divorce rights to Muslim 
 women, an
improvement over their legal 
 position under customary law. After
 
Independence, the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance of 
1961 and the West Pakistan

Family Courts Act of 1964 potentially enhanced women's legal rights. 
 These
 
two laws, the acts passed by the British Government before 1947 which have
 
been modified and amended by the Government of Pakistan, and Shariat Law as

interpreted by the Courts of 
Law on Points not already adjudicated upon or

codified as statutory law, together form 
 the family laws in Pakistan
 
today.5
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The legal issues addrssed by the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance of 1961

include 
the following: rights of succession (specifically the right of

grandchildren to inherit if their 
parents are dead); registration of

marriages; polygyny; divorce khula, etc.);
(ial, maintenance of the wife;

dower (mehr); as well as the amendment of the Child Marriage Restraint Act

of 1929; and the amendment of the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act of

1939.6 
 This Ordinance has survived chall:nges in the Provincial and
 
National Assemblies hut because 
it was linked to Ayub Khan's Basic Democracy

system, the Ordinance shared the public dislike of that system. 
 Enforcement
 
of the Ordinance depended upon committees formed under Basic Democracy, 
and
 
the discontinuation of that system .implicated the enforcement procedures.7
 

The 1964 West Pakistan Family Courts Act mLde "provision for the

establishment of Family Courts for the expeditious 
settlement and disposal

of disputes relating 
to marriage and family affairs." 8 No new courts have

been established, however and the powers of the Family 
Courts have been
 
delEgated to Civil Judges. The existing Courts civil
handle both and family

matters, leading to considerable delay, a total lack of privacy for women,

and large legal fees. As a result, the vast majority of women who start
 
litigation have withdrawn, compromised, or not pursued their cases because
 
of the protracted litigation or financial pressure. 9
 

Some parts of the Muslim Family Laws are in conflict with Islamic
injunctions. 
 The 1961 Ordinance introduced the possibility of limiting

polygyny and protecting women. Polygyny, wnie sanctioned by the Qur'an

under certain circumstances, is an emotional threat for many Muslim women
 
who fear that a first wife will be abandoned financially as well as

emotionally if a man marries again. 
 Section six of the Ordinance states "no
 
man, during the subsistance of an existing marriage, shall, except with 
the

previous permission in writing of the Arbitration Council, contract another
 
marriage, nor shdll any such marriage contracted without such permission be
 
registered under this Ordinance."TO The only restriction on 
 polygyny,

then, is that a man is supposed to submit an application for permission 
to
 
marry another wife to the Chairman of the Union Council, stating the reasons
 
for tie 
proposed marriage and stating whether the consent of the existing

wife or wives has been obtained.11 The Chairman is required to set up an
 
Arbitration Council, including representatives of both husband and wife or
 
wives, and the Council is to if the
decide proposed marriage is "necessary

and just", to give permission if it is, and to "record its reasons for the

decision." 
 While section six prohibits additional marriages without
 
permission of the Arbitration Council, it does not provide for 
 the

invalidation of the additional marriages. What has happened 
in the past

when a man did apply for permission? According to a recent study the
of

implementation of laws the
family in Lahore, Union Councils did not once

refuse permission 
for a second marriage. 12 Furthermore, should a man's
 
application for a second wife 
ever be turned down, he has the power to
 
divorce his first wife without paying any real financial penalty.13 Thus,

this attempt to protect individual women's civil rights has aroused the 
ire
 
of conservative 'ulama without effectively protecting women.
 

http:penalty.13
http:marriage.12
http:obtained.11
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The problems of implementing the existing family laws are not lessened
 
when there is no conflict between civil '[aw and Islamic injunctions.
 
Although both the shar'iah and the provisions of the family laws in Pakistan
 
require the husband to maintain his wife, a recent -tudy of women involved
 
in court cases found that 85% of them had received little or no financial
 
support. 14  Only a quarter of these women sought redress either in the
 
Family Conrts or through a Union Council. Both the married and the
 
separated women who did not take legal action were "either unaware that they

could seek proper maintenance or were unwilling to seek any remedy for fear 
of divorce." The majority of divorced women who failed to pursue legal 
redress were "unaware of their entitlement to maintenance before the 
effectiveness of talaq (divorce initiated by the husband) and during the 
period of 'iddat (a waiting period after aivorce to determine whether or not
 
a woman is pregnant) as well as doubtful that the legal forums would provide
 
effective relief."I5 Moreover, many of the wives who applied for
 
maintenance in a Family Court either compromised, withdrew, or did not
 
pursue their cases. Women who contirued litigation faced frequent
 
adjournments, long periods between hearings, and the unwillingness of the
 
opposing party to attend the Court. The entire process averaged between
 
one-and-one-half and three years, while the legal fees ranged from Rs. 1000
 
to Rs. 11500 (aoout $77 to $115 in 1983), including expenses. When
 
contesteo, 42% of The women were awarded a decree in their favor. Then, if
 
the husbands did not pay, only half applied for execution; the others were
 
discouraged from pursuing their case because of the protracted litigation.
 
Of those .ho applied only 19% got the decrees executed, and the executicn
 
process t.)ok between six and eighteen months. 16  These statistics
 
demonstrate now few women actually benefit from The existing family laws.
 
The patterns for litigation over maintenance of children, dissolution of
 
marriage (khula), dower (mehr), custody of minor children, and the like all
 
display trends similar to those described above.
 

The Family Courts thus provide little relief for women's legal needs.
 
Other legal forums are likewise largely ineffective. The lawyers' study
 
mentioned above found that while half of the women in their sample whose
 
divorces were registered through a Union Council had participated
 
(themselves or throigh an agent) in the proceedings of the Arbitration
 
Council, there was not a single instance of any reconciliation during
 
proceedings nor of any objection being raised by the Union Council. 17  The
 
Union Councils "proved totally ineffective in protecting or assuring the
 
rights of divorced women" and "merely serve as registration agencies where
 
divorces are recorded." 13  Women's access to legal redress of their
 
problems, then, is hampered by "lack of awareness, social and economic
 
pressures, apathy, misconceptions, lack of faith in the legal machinery and
 
faulty or inadequate implementation of the law;" such factors prevent women
 
"from asserting or attaining the rights already granted to 
them by law." 19
 

Education was the main factor contributing to women's increased aware
law. 20  
ness of the But even when women were aware of their legal rights,
 

poverty and financial insecurity often deterred them from exercising those
 
rights. Fear of the social stigma attached to divorced women as well as
 

http:support.14
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fear of their children being taken away were added to financial insecurity

in many cases where women were willing to put up with deprivation and
 
suffering to hold their marriages together. 21 
 Financial insecurities
 
stemmed directly from the inability of these women to work, due to their
 
burdens of child care, their lack of training, and the absence of employment

socially acceptable for women. Overall 
 then, lack of education and
 
employment training left women helpless when their husoands would not or 
could not support them as required by the shar'iah and the Muslim Family 
Laws. 

New Laws and Their Effect on Women
 

An important part of the government Islamization program in Pakistan is
 
the atLempt to bring civil law into complete conformity with the shar'iah.
 
As H.A.R. Gibb put it, "the Western distinctions between civil, penal,

private and other kinds of law are not recognized in the Muslim law-books."
 
("Muslim jurists use the term hadd, 'limit,' 
 in the sense of 'legal

ordinance.'") 22 President Zia proclaimed new Islamic laws concerning

enforcement of in 1979. also proclaimed orders
Hudood Zia concerning the
 
constitution and procedures of a Federal Shariat 
Court in 1980 and 1981.
 
Hadd crimes and penalties actually define relatively few criminal offences
 
but they have received a great deal of publicity in recent months.
 

The new law that most affects women is the Offence of Zina (Enforcement

of Hudood) Ordinance 1979. According to the law, "a man and a woman are
 
said to commit zina if they willfully have sexual intercourse without being
 
validly married to each other."23  The law also covers rape (zina-bil
jabr). Some Pakistani women have found this law discriminatory in two
 
areas. First, proof of rape acceptable to the courts under this law is very

difficult to obtain. For rape liable to hadd 
(the penalty for which is
 
stoning to death or severe whipping), the required proof is either
 
confession by the accused, or the eyewitness testimony to the act of
 
penetration of least Muslim adult males. and
at four Second often more
 
crucial, while the law does provide penalties for prohibited sexual
 
activities (zina) not proven by confession or the eyewitness testimony

described above, these penalties nave not been applied equally to both men
 
and women. Women have been found guilty of zina on the basis of their
 
pregnancies whereas male culprits have been allowed 
to go free for lack of
 
conclusive proof.
 

On February 21, 1983, The Muslim reported that the District Sessions
 
Judge D.I. Khan sentenced a woman to undergo seven years imprisonment and
 
twenty stripes on the charge of giving birth to an illegitimate child four
 
months after marriage. Both her husband and her 'paramour' were acquitted

by the court as the charges against them could not be proved. 24 A few
 
days later, a letter to the editor about this news item asked, "Whereas [the

woman's] pregnant state was apparent proof of her guilt, what factors
 
determine the man's guilt?" The letter continued, "In the past few days
 
many a learned religious [scholar] in T.V. programmes on Islamic laws of
 
Evidence have said that in feminine matters evidence of one is
the women 
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sufficient. As 
e.g. they have quoted the birth of a child. Therefore the
sentenced women knew who the 
father of her illegitimate cnild was, and yet
the accused went unpunished. 
 Maybe it is a question of one woman's evidence
against two men." 2b The author 
of this letter concludes that God would
punish all 
of the guilty on the day of judgment and rectify the inequities
of this world. We do not 
know whether or not this person's pious belief
also comforted the woman who received the prisc term and whippings for acrime she could hardly have accomplished alone. It is clear, however, thatthe Offence of Zina (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance of 1979 is open to very one-sided application as as
long illegitim te birth constitutes guilt
for a woman 
while the evidence required to convict an accused male remains
 
disputable.
 

Another step toward Islamization of civil 
law that created considerable
public reaction was the draft Law of 
Evidence passed by the Majlis-i-Shoora
(Federal Council) in February, 1983. The main controversy surrounding
draft concerns 
the number of witnesses necessary to 
this
 

estaolish evidence 
in a
court of law. 
 As reported in the newspapers, the draft stipulates that "the
number and particulars of the witnesses would be 
in accordance with the Holy
Quran and Sunnah, the details of which are as under: 
 in Hadood, according
to the Hadood Ordinance. In qisas, according to qisas and
the diyat
ordinances. :n other matters, two men 
or one man and two women. If the
said witnesses are not available, the court shall decide on 
the evidence of
one woman or such other evidence and circumstances
'26 as may be
available.
 In other words, women will be completely barred from giving
evidence in hadd cases, 
i.e. cases 
of murder, theft, zina, and drinking;
otherwise their testimony will be worth half of 
and
 

a man's testimony.27
 

As of April, 1984, President Zia had still not signed this draft intolaw. It stands as a recommendation to him through the strictly advisorypowers of the Majlis. However, he has sent it to Lawthe Division for"final approval" so that it will be forready implementation when the Qazicourts 
start functioning on an experimental basis. Without the 
enactment of
the Law of Evidence, the Qazi courts will 
not be able to function properly.
The Law Commission 
 is said to have made certain amendments to the
recommendations 
submitted to the President by the Chief 
Justice of the
 
Shariat Court. 28
 

The draft Law of Evidence 
is only part of Zia's Islamization program
which institutionalizes gender inequality. 
 The Council of Islamic Ideology
has recommended 
that in the case of diyat, where the murdered person is a
woman (or a non-Muslim), compensation paid to the victim's family is to
one-half 
that paid to the family of a male 
be
 

victim.29 The "Ansari
Commission," appointed 
by President Zia to make recommendations for the
future organization of the government, 
recommended 
that male candidates for
election to the Shoora "should not be below the age of 25," while womenshould be "at least 50 years." And "If the husband is alive then thehusband's written permission be provided." 3 0 Throughout the recommendations references 
are made to male candidates, or office holders.
 

http:victim.29
http:Court.28
http:testimony.27
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In July, 1983, President Zia appointed the Pakistan Commission on the

Status of Women under the leadership of Begum Zari Sarfraz. 
 It is composed

of 19 members, three of whom 
are men, and the commission is to continue for
 one year. Its major assignment is to "examine the Sixth 
Five Year Plan in
 
order to give special attention to the programmes relating to women or those
 
directly benefitting women." Its "first function 
is that it should be
active and task oriented." 31  It will depend largely on studies already

done by the Research Section of the Women's Division for 
sources. Its four

major goals appear to be: 1) to safeguard women's rights in Islamic

society; 2) the provision of health, education, employment 
and other social

benefits to women; 3) their in social
involvement development sectors; and
4) the integration of women 
in minority communities in Pakistan's social and
 
economic development.32
 

Islamization policies have civil
which changed law have directly

affected only those women who possessed both the knowledge of their 
civil
rights and the financial resources pursue those secular in
to rights a court
 
of law. In this narrow context, the government's Islamization of civil law

has touched relatively few women. The symbolic 
 issues involved are
nevertheless extremely important 
because legalized gender inequality has
 
many social ramifications beyond the law courts. 
 Some upper-class, educated
 
Pakistani women have articulated the symbolic issues involved led
and 

protests of various kinds 
against recent legal changes, as will oe discussed
 
below.
 

EDUCATION
 

The political leaders of Pakistan have been 
struggling with the proolems

of mass illiteracy since 
1947. Many retired government officials still

recall pre-Independence efforts for both village 
education of girls and

adult education.3 3 The trends in literacy are clouded by changes in the

definition of a literate person and discrepancies among data sources, but

the general direction, or non-direction, is clear. According to Naushin
 
Mahmood's adjustment of the data from 
 1951 to 1975, the increase in

population 
is greater than the increment of literates which has resulted in
 
an absolute increase of illiterates.34  Mahmood also noted that the

literacy level of males increased four times more than the literacy level 
of
 
females over this period. 
 Estimates from the 1981 Population Census show an

overall figure of 13% female literacy, with 33.7% of urban women and 5.5% of
 
rural women literate. 35
 

What are the current prospects for educating village girls when 95% 
of
the rural female population is estimated to be illiterate? Iftikhar N.

Hassan analyzed interviews with over 1700 rural (half women) and 400
adults 

minor girls, and found that not 
poverty itself but an attitude against

investing money on girls' education kept parents from sending their

daughters to school. In response to the question of why parents 
educated

their sons and not their daughters, almost half of the sample (42%) saw no

financial gain in educating their daughters, 16% argued thac it was not
 
customary to educate girls arid 
12% did not educate their daughters for lack
 

http:literate.35
http:illiterates.34
http:education.33
http:development.32
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of proper arrangements (i.e. separate girls' schools or female teachers).

Hassan found that only 4% didn't send girls to school because of poverty arid
 
less than 3% claimed purdah as the cause of keeping girls home. Hassan
 
concluded that additionTfacilities for girls in the rural areas would not
 
be sufficient to increase enrollment. When asked what they would like to
 
see changed in the curriculum so that they would send their daughters to
 
school, over 60% of the rural adults in Hassan's sample wanted to include
 
religious instruction.36
 

The Zia Government also wants to increase the 
Islamic orientation of
 
education in Pakistan. Several measures have already been adopted:

compulsory study of the Qur'an up to class 
VIII and Islamiyat up to the
 
post-graduate level; opening thousands mosque and
the of of schools; the
 
introduction of Arabic as a compulsory subject 
from class VI where Arabic
 
teachers are available. 37 Mosque schools appeal to the Zia Government as
 
a cheap way to coopt school ouildings; they require no "heavy investment in
 
infrastucture."38 Supposedly, 11,751 new mosque schools operating
were at
 
the end of March, 1983, with over 300,000 children enrolled. These schools
 
are supposed to accommodate classes I to III, with arrangements for classes
 
IV and V to be made elsewhere in the community. Newspaper accounts of these
 
developments did not break down the enrollment figures 
by gender but one
 
suspects that the larger proportion of the students are male. 39 Several
 
hundred muhalla (neighborhood or ward) schools 
for girls are also included
 
in this program.
 

Islamization policies in the realm of education 
 have an enormous
 
potential to increase female literacy. As Barbara Metcalf has pointed out,
 
no religion puts a higher value on education to know his or her
 
responsibilities and rignts, and to be able to fulfill a proper role in
 
society. "To the question whether it is better for 
a Muslim girl to be able
 
to read religious books, the answer can only be yes." 40 The immediacy of
 
the need for female literacy has increased over the last century but the
 
arguments used today parallel those of the past--education makes women
 
better Muslims as well as better wives and mothers. Tile government might go

much further than it has gone in using religion as a justification and
 
incentive for both girls' education and women's literacy programs.
 

Government Islamization policies have not yet greatly affected programs

for adult literacy. There are currently two main types of literacy programs

aimed at 
 adult women: pI programs run by voluntary organizations,

especially the All Pakistan Women's Association Headquarters in Karachi,

PAFWA (Pakistan Air Force Women's Association) Headquarters in Peshawar, and
 
the Girl Guides Headquarters in Lahore; and 2) programs run by the
 
government. The Division Zia's government has pilot
Women's of financed 

projects throughout Pakistan, combining adult education with income
generating skills whenever possible.4 1 Barbara Metcalf 
reported that the
 
major skill training imparted through programs supported by the Women's
 
Division and run by the Small Industries Department is carpet making,

"which affects little 
girls rather than women, and is financially a losing

enterprise because of the current slump in the carpet market and the poor
 

http:possible.41
http:available.37
http:instruction.36
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quality of what is produced. Furthermore, the education component, one hour
 
a day, seems often neglected or lost altogether.' 42 Thus, there may be a
 
tendency for skills training to overshadow literacy in both government and
 
non-government programs.
 

The problems facing any lit.eracy program in Pakistan are tremendous.
 
Yet the Zia Government spent only 1.55 per cent of the GNP on education in
4 3  
1980-81. Apparently, the money allocated to this sector is to be
 
shifted away from higher education toward primary education, but the level
 
of support is not to oe increased in proportion to the GNP in the Sixth Five
 
Year Plan.44 More money coupled with the experience gained in pilot

projects over the last few years lead to some
could success in this
 
difficult area. 
 For example, the Adult Education Society in Gujranwala has
 
focused successfully on literacy without trying to include income-generating
 
skills and might be used as a model.
 

Urban Muslim girls have had some opportunities for institutional
 
education and, at present, approximately 7% of urban women have achieved an
 
intermediate or higher college degree.45  Most educational
secondary

institutions in Pakistan were gender-segregated before Independence and
 
virtually all those established since 1947 have continued this tradition.
 
Women's choices for education beyond the B.A./B.Sc. include M.A. classes at
 
various women's colleges, graduate classes in home economics at several
 
locations, and coeducation for all other graduate work.
 

One of the most controversial parts of Islamization policies, at least
 
for educated women, is the Zia Government's commitment to a separate women's
 
university. The islami Jama'at-i-Talaba, the student wing of a conservative
 
political party, the Jama'at-i-Islami, has long demanded separate women's
 
universities.40 Arguments for separate women's universities 
were recently

compiled and published by the Institute of Policy Studies, Islamabad.
 
Coeducation, which is said to be supported by neocolonialists in Pakistan,
 
is charged with failing to bring many real benefits to American women and is
 
declared unsuitable for an Islamic State. While "the Qur'an and the Sunnah 
make it obligatory for women and men to acquire knowledge . . . the Islamic
 
principles of observing Hijab, segregation, maintaining modesty, morality

and balance in speech, vision, even bodily gestures and movements" 
are also
 
obligatory for both genders. 47 Gender-segregated education is thus
 
obligatory at all levels. The author argues 
that women deserve the choice
 
of gender-segregated higher education, and, if asked, majority
a would
 
prefer it even though they have not demonstrated in the streets for it.
 
Finally, he argues that separate institutions would greatly increase female
 
enrollment and cites enrollment figures showing that men outnumber women 
in
 
coeducational institutions. Appended to these ideological 
 arguments for
 
women's separate universities is a "work plan" which addresses the financial
 
issues involved. The plan suggests that: 1) the allocation for education
 
in federal and provincial budgets should give women a fair share; 2)

provincial governments should offer development funds equal to at least what
 
should have been spent on a women's degree college; and 3) 50% of the
 
Women's Division budget should be diverted for the women's university.48
 

http:university.48
http:universities.40
http:B.A./B.Sc
http:degree.45
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The Zia Government, as a step toward creating a women's university, has
 
declared Lahore College for Women to be a "university college," and
 
encouraged the opening of new M.A. programs there.49 In February, 
1983,

the recently appointed Federal Education Minister, Dr. Mohammad Afzal,

discussed the proposed women's university in his first policy statement.
 
Afzal declared that the proposed women's university would be in addition to
 
existing facilities and "is not meant to drive women out 
of other places now 
open to them or to slam other doors shut on them." 50  Afzal 's statement 
was welcome to educatea women wno feared that moves toward a women 's 
university would eliminate coeducation at the university level in Pakistan.
 

According to newspaper reports, the separate women's university plan is 
now complete. The university will consist of a number of university

colleges spread throughout the country. The home economics colleges of
 
Karachi, Lahore, and Peshawar will be upgraded and affiliated to the women's
 
university, joining the L~hore College for Women which is already 
a
 
university college. board trustees in Islamabad will
A of plan and
 
administer the prcject. 51
 

EHPLO'(MENT
 

Lee Bean noted in 1968 that about 15 per cent of all Pakistani women
 
over 15 were in the labor force, one of the smallest proportions of paid

female laeor in the world. 52 Nasra Shah found evidence of overall
 
increasing female work participation in urban areas and a doubling of the
 
proportion of women in professional occupations from the early '60s to the
 
mid '70s. 53 Rural women, however, still comprise the majority of
 
wage-earning women in Pakistan today. 
 Women working for a salary comprise

less than two percent of the urban population, according to the latest
 
figures. 54
 

The overwhelming majority of female professionals continue to work in
 
largely gender-segregated environments. The latest figures of the 
1980-81
 
Population Census recorded about 90,000 female teachers and about 23,000
 
female medical professionals; together these two groups made up approxi
mately 90 per cent of all women professionals. 55 Even women working

outside of girls' schools and ob/gyn clinics often 
find their employment

affected by norms of gender-segregation. Journalists, for example, find
 
their reporting limited to women's functions and they are discouraged from
 
reporting on politics or economics.56  Professional women also face gender

discrimination in top-level government jobs. This is particularly striking

in education because of the concentration of women in this department.57
 
The majority of women professionals, then, remain within traditionally
 
acceptable female environments, either by choice of employment or by
 
discrimination.
 

The Zia government's Islam:zation policies toward working women have
 
dealt with fairly superficial issues so far. They have concentrated on the
 
appearance of working women rather 
than the limits of acceptable women's
 
work. Two type examples illustrate this point. In January, 1983, the press

reported a government directive calling for PTV female newsreaders to stop
 

http:department.57
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wearing make-up and to refrain from experimenting with fashions and

hairstyles. Of course, these newsreaders had been appearing 
on TV with

their heads covered modestly for some time. A Pakistan Times cartoon

suggested that the next step would female
be newsreaders wearing a

burh.58 
Again according to the press, PIA officials ordered the design
oT a more modest uniform for its female employees, along with 
a nationalized
 
uniform for its male employees. 59 These two examples apply to 
 women

working in a gender-mixed environment but 
government directives have reached

female teachers 
as well. Near the end of the 1983 Spring term, the Punjab

government directed female teachers 
to wear the chaddar (a large shawl)
while teaching in their classrooms. 60 Students, of course, have 
 been
 
directed to wear a chaddar for some 
time.
 

The concept of proper public behavior for Muslim women is of central
importance to future trends in government Islamization policies. Should
 
women be allowed to work with or even appear in front of men who are nottheir mehrams (spouses, or close male relatives with whom women are barred
from marriage under religious law)? The government apparently made an

informal negative decision against women's participation in public sports,

as women were not allowed to participate in the National Games held in

April, 1982, nor were Pakistani female athletes allowed to compete in the
Asian Games held 6 1
in New Delhi later that year. The government did allow

exhibition matches between an women's
Irish 
 hockey team and a Sind women's
team in April 1983. Although only women were to watch
allowed the matches,
 
some 'ulama in Karachi criticized 
them because of male technical staff
present and the possibility that male spectators would find their 
way into

the stadium.6 2 In addition 
 to women's sports, women's cultural

performances for gender-mixed audiences have raised criticism although they
have not been banned. The newspapers reported a demonstration in Peshawar

against women in a local and
dancing festival the strong criticism offered
 
by the leader of the Jama'at-i-Talaba when 
a touring Soviet Cultural Troup
included women 
 dancers. 6 3 Such isolated incidents may or may not
 
influence government policy.
 

Government media pronuuncements on proper oublic behavior 
for Muslim
 women have not prevented needy women from taking advantage of new employment

opportunities 
 as they become available. Pakistani
Poor families cannot

afford to observe the social niceties that might keep their women secluded
 
at home. One way of allowing women to work 
and yet keeping them segregated

from men is to provide separate factory shifts for each gender. At least
 
one factory that makes cassettes in Islamabad already uses this system.64
 
Other factory work appears be
to informally segregated into women's and
 
men's jobs.
 

The Zia government has 
not yet developed a consistent policy toward the
enforcement of proper public behavior for Muslim women, 
nor has it developed

a wide-ranging policy toward gender-segregated employment. This is at least
partly because of the disagreements within the government itself to
as how
 
women should be treated. The government has committed itself 
to gender

segregation in education (the separate 
women's university issue) and
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informally blocked women's sports. While these elements of the government
 
Islamization program appear to affect only a ,Ildll minority of Pakistani
 
women, government policies have indirectly affected all women through the
 
paucity of financial resources committed to women's economic development.
 

EDUCATED PAKISTANI WOMEN'S REACTIONS TO THE GOVERNMENT ISLAMIZATION PROGRAM
 

Educated Muslim women are primarily the ones who have enjoyed the
 
individual civil rights that are now being curtailed or at least threatened
 
by new government directives. Generally, they have been aware of the legal
 
protections for women built into the Muslim Family Laws of the 1960s, and
 
some of them are leading a campaign in the name of all Pakistani women
 
against the cancellation of those civil rights. Educated Pakistani women
 
have turned to two arenas, the Zia government's Women's Division and
 
voluntary women's organizations, to respond to the government Islamization
 
program. The following pages will assess the effectiveness of the Women's
 
Division in championing women's rights and then briefly describe some of the
 
voluntary organizations through which educated women have responded to
 
various government policies since 1949. These non-government organizations
 
cover a wide political spectrum and, thus, their current members have
 
reacted to government Islamization policies in a number of different ways.
 

The 	Women's Division of the Zia Government
 

Since January 1979, the Women's Division has been part of the Cabinet
 
Secretariat under the direct supervision of the President. It is composed
 
of five wings, one each for administration, programs, women's rights,
 
research and monitoring, and evaluation. The Division lists its functions
 
as follows:
 

1. 	To formulate public policies and laws to meet the special
 
needs of women.
 

2. 	To register and to assist women's organizations.
 
3. 	To undertake and promote projects for providing special
 

facilities for women.
 
4. 	To undertake and promote research on the conditions and
 

problems of women.
 
5. 	To represent the country in international organizations
 

dealing with problems of women and bilateral contacts with
 
other countries.
 

6. 	To ensure that women's interests and needs are adequately
 
represented in public policy formulation by various organs of
 
the Government.
 

7. 	To ensure equality of opportunity in education and employment
 
and the fuller participation of women in all spheres of
 
national life. 65
 

In short, the Women's Division is to determine women's needs and then to 
assert and safeguard them in both government policy and everyday life. It 
is constrained by a small oudget that covers basically its own offices and 
very limited pilot projects.
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What has the Division achieved? For the first two years, the work of

the Division was "essentially formative." 66 The research wing sponsored

twenty-five studies by both government and 
non-government agencies. Very

few reports on completed projects have actually been published by 
the

Division, although short summaries of 
their conclusions are available. The
 
women's rights wing sponsored four national conferences on women's issues in
1980, covering education, health, women 
in local government, and Islam. In

1981, it sponsored a conference of non-government women's organizations and

continues to promote such conferences. The Women's Division has worked
 
closely with non-government women's organizations and financially 
aided

several projects, such as a working women's 
hostel in Karachi sponsored by

the Business and Professional Women's Club and skill development programs

launched by the Girl Guides. The development programs wing ran pilot

projects throughout Pakistan, such as rural and urban women's centers,

female adult education centers, and "new 
trades" training classes. To

summarize, the 
 Women's Division has cnanneled money into research and
 
development schemes for women and has sponsored 
public forums for the
 
discussion of women's Still, all its modest
issues. for achievements, the

Women's Division has been neither bold 
 nor very successful in its
 
representation of women's needs within the Zia Government.
 

The formulation and final shape of the Sixth Five Year Plan 
was a recent

example of the limited help the Division could offer funding for women's

projects. 
 Without adequate funding, neither good intentions nor well
conceived projects will aid Pakistani women. In February, 1983, the

Planning and Development Division of the Government 
appointed a Working

Group of experts on women's issues, including the former Secretary of the
 
Women's Division, to incorporate3 "the rights, interests 
 and welfare of
 
women" within the Sixth Five Year Plan."6 7
 

The Working Group recommended in its Report the expenditure of Rs. 5
billion on women's programs over and above the of
budgets individual
 
ministries and departments. The Report concluded that "unless a financial
 
commitment 
is forthcoming, any public policy announcements, or international
 
stance regarding the full mobilization of the productive and economic
 
potential of the Pakistani women, would be of
more a wishful proiouncement

and would be very 
quickly seen through by the public."6 8 Dr. Mahbubul
 
Haq, Chairman of the Planning Commission, publicized the Report widely. He

claimed that women must given an role
be "equal" in development programs

because a policy of segregation is a policy of "apartheid." Further, he

"thought it possible to sanction" the amount of money called for by the
 
Report. 69
 

The budget manuevering for the 
Sixth Plan was a clear-cut opportunity

for the Women's 
Division to work for women's interests. The Division was

hard pressed, however, to save its own 
budget, which was first reduced from
 
a proposed Rs. 150,000,000 to Rs. 50,000,000 for 1983-84, than
less its

budget in 1982-83, but was finally raised to Rs. 
160,000,000 per year of the
70
Sixth Plan.
 These funds will be used for education, health, family

planning, as well as for the establishment of polytechnic and technical
 
training centers.
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The Women's Division, as a creation 
of the Zia Government, obviously

must submit to its financial control. Some funds nave 
been made available

for research on women and a few pilot projects, but no large-scale redistri
bution of development money that would allow women equal 
participation

development programs seems to be forthcoming. 

in
 
Without adequate funds, the
 

Division might have symbolic value for the government and actual value for a
priviledged few but little real 
value for the 
vast majority of women--what
ever their status, class or educational oackground.
 

Women's Voluntary Organizations
 

The Women's Division is a relatively new advocate for women's interests;

non-government voluntary organizations 
have tried to represent and promote

womenis interests since Independence. The best-known and longest-lived is
the All Pakistan Women's Association (APWA) which started work in 1949. 
 Led
 
by a few prominent women, APWA institutionalized informal social services

for refugees a'md has had a long history of establishing girls' schools and

undertaking other women's welfare work. APWA has also been 
successful
 
lobbying for women's rights. For example, 
its members were very involved in
 
passage of 
the Muslim Family Laws in the early 1960s. 7 1 While APWA has

received government aid for some 
 of its projects, its financial and

administrative independence have allowed officers members
its and relative

freedom from government control. The organization rejected, on the grounds

that APWA would lose this independence, a very recent attempt of the Women's

Division to draw APWA into 
a government monitoring scheme.72  Thus, APWA

remains an important independent forum for educated women 
to express their
 
views.
 

Women's organizations, like student organizations, play an important

political role despite the offical ban ot-political parties. Two relatively

new women's voluntary organizations demonstrate the wide 
range of views

espoused. in Lahore, the most outspoken new women's group is the Women's
 
Action Forum (WAF). This voluntary organization currently is concentrating

on the preservation 
of women's civil rights rather than sponsoring chari
table projects. With branches in Karachi and Islamabad, WAF attracts women
 
who are unwilling to accept the gender discrimination inherent in many

aspects of the government's Islamization policies. WAF members, for
 
example, led the Lahore demonstration against the draft Law 
of Evidence,

which will be discussed in some detail below. Rather take
than a stand
 
against Islamization per se, WAF leaders specific policies piece by
attack 

piece arguing that Islam protects women's rights. WAF leaders claim to be

nonpolitical, but WAF actions contradict their claims. As one 
critic of the

organization pointed out, 
"Women cannot achieve their rights out of the
Dlue, unless the fundamental economic and constitutional rights are demanded
 

73
and attained."
 

Some women's organizations wholeheartedly support the government's

Islamization policies. The Majlis-i-Khawateen-i-Pakistan 
(Pakistan Ladies

Assembly), for example, is committed to toward
work "Islamic social ideals"

and to promote "a harmonious, complementary relationship between the two
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''74
sexes. Its leaders campaign against social evils (defined as unlslamic
 
customs, including extravagence, black marketing, obscenity, etc.) as well
 
as promote Urdu-medium education for girls and various social work
 
projects. The goals of the Majlis reflect the attitude of noblesse oblige,
 
which has frequently characterized women's welfare work.
 

The political positions of Lahore's women'- groups were clearly demon
strated in 1983. On February 12th, a relatively small group of women
 
lawyers and other interested 4omen met in front of the High Court buildings
 
on the Lahore Mall to protest the draft Law of Evidence. Eye-witness
 
accounts differ as to the number of women aid the exact sequence of events
 
but there is no disagreement over the outcome--the women protestors were
 
subjected to a lathi charge and were tear gassed by the police. Several
 
women leaders were arrested.
 

Reactions to the protest itself and the police against it took
measures 

two forms. The All Pakistan Women's Association and other women's groups,
 
as well as a few male-dominated groups such as the Lahore High Court Bar
 
Association, condemned the police action. Begum Ra'ana Liaquat Ali Khan,
 
the founder and president of APWA, spoke out strongly against the draft Law
 
of Evidence and called upon women "to resist efforts calculated towards
 

75
limiting their roles as individuals and citizens.'' The Vice Chairperson

of APWA, lawyer Rashida Patel, issued a public appeal to the Majlis-i
 
-Shoora, claiming that the controversy "was damaging to women and the
 
concept of Islamic justice." 76 The Muslim ran a series of letters to the
 
editor under the title "Lahore's Day of infamy," all of which supported the
 
protestors and condemned the police. 77 Those who supported the protestors

used sccular legal and individualistic arguments, well as appeals
as to
 
Islamic principles, to bolster their stand.
 

The opponents based their position squarely on Islamic fundamentalism.
 
A great many articles in both the Urdu and the English dailies condemned the
 
demonstration as "sacrilegious." According to the Pakistan Times, about 100
 
"renowned 'ulema . . . have described women's protest against the Law of
 
Evidence as a proclamation of war against the God's commands." These 'ulama
 
"passed a resolution 
[which] regretted the fact that the women concerned"
 
either bplonged to the upper stratum of the society who were fond of Western
 
culture or were the champions of secularism who wanted to demonstrate their
 
loyalty to their foreign masters by staging demonstration against the
 
commands of Almighty Allah." 78 These charges were often repeated against

WAF and APWA members in the news media: as westernized society women, they
 
are against Islamization and :ompletely out of touch with the majority of
 
Pakistani women. To condenn tne women's procession, the Majlis-i-Khawateen
i-Pakistan held a meeting which featured an address by the Minister of State
 
for Health and Social Welfare, Begum Afifa Mamdot, perhaps the government's
 
most influential woman at that time. Her opinion was t:iat "the procession

taken out by a faction of ladies against Islamic laws [was] intolerable." 79
 

The major strategy used by all parties for and against the draft law was
 
to cite the Qur'an to support their position. Several claims were made that
 
women lawyers were not competent to interpret che Qur'an. One article
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declared, "It is surprising that a small group of westernised women who
 
cannot even read Arabic consider themselves aualified to interpret the Holy
 
Quran."80  Dr. Israr Ahmad, well-known in Lahore for his controversial
 
remarks on a wide range of subjects, commented that "the Quranic provisions
 
with regard to women's posture vis a vis their evidence is clear and that
 
two of them are equal to one man. This is a oitter pill which a modern and
 
educated woman will have to swallow in an Islamic society .,,81 Not
 
ready to start swallowing yet, the Islamabad branch of the Women's Action
 
Forum planned to sta-t weekly classes in Arabic and )Quranic studies for
 

'
"women must be prepared to fight their own battles."3 Only a few 'ulama
 
have been willing to support the WAF and other women's groups.
 

While educated women leaders who oppose many parts of government
 
Islamization policies have been careful to challenge specific issues and not
 
condemn Islamization wholesale, their opponents attack them on the general
 
grounds that they hold a non-Muslim point of view. Supporters of the draft
 
law of evidence and other institutionalized forms of gender discrimination
 
describe the youoger members of APWA, WAF and other organizations as
 
Westernized women of questionable morality. As one journalist expressed it,
 
they are "the liberated ones, who smoke in public, drink Coke and wear tight
 
jeans, speak English with American accents, live in posn residential areas
 
[of Karachi] or in [the] YWCA hostel and serve with some newspaper or an
 
advertising agency or with some commercial organization as executives." 83
 

Responding to such stereotypes, Begum Ra'ana Liaquat Ali Khan, founder and
 
president of APWA, deplored the fact that "it has become the fashion to dub
 
informed, courageous and educated women as 'social butterflies' and
 
'West-oriented:." 84  Neverthaless, as long as the 'ia government finds the
 
legislation of women's social roles a useful political gambit, the leaders
 
of APWA, ;WAF and other organizations can expect an uphill battle in their
 
attempt to limit institutionalized gender discrimination.
 

CONCLUSION
 

The Zia government's commitment to follow the Nizam-i-Mustafa ("The
 
Order of the Prophet") has included "a reassertion of Islamic identity both
 

35
in the personal and public spheres of life." Seeking to turn back
 
westernization and secularization of Pakistani society, government leaders
 
assert that their Islamization policies are an authentic embodiment of the
 
country's Islamic heritage. Thus, the government's islamization program
 
started with the reintroduction of the shar'iah, the embodiment of the
 
"normative ideal for Muslim behaviour." The program has so far concentrated
 
on political and social control and on taxation and banking policies.
 

The disillusionment with the West and the reaffirmation of Islamic
 
values are not limited to government officials in Pakistan.3 6  Further,
 
women's civil freedom is connected in some Muslim minds with "the breakdown
 
of the family and a dangerous relaxation of ethical and moral strictures."
 
One example o: this tninking appeared in a letter to the editor of Dawn. As
 
part of a longer statement that Pakistani liberals were "brainwashed by
 
Western education," the author noted "because of Sir Syed Ahmed's movement
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one generation of Muslim males first 
adopted Western education . . . the 
next Western educated generation sent their daughters to schools . .convent 

. and [the] present generation is witnessing [this] Western oriented segment

of female Muslim society desirous of taking up professional careers." He
 
then suggested that this movement follows similar 
trends in Western society,

where the concepts of individual liberty and human rights are considered

"absolute entities." What, in his opinion, has occurred in the U.S. because
 
of the emphasis on these concepts? "A recent judgment of the U.S. Supreme

Court decided against the banning of strip-tease (naked dancing) in one of
 
the provincial states on the ground that it infringed the 
individual rights
 
as enshrined in the American Constitution." 8 7 The inference is clear:
 
today Pakistani women want professional careers; tomorrow, if Western models
 
are followed, they will want to dance naked.
 

The Zia government's Islamization program can 
 draw on considerable
 
public support for Islamic traditions as the symbols of national identity

and pride. Educated Muslim women, far from the Westernized feminist clones
 
they are sometimes depicted to be, struggle with the 
same issues of national
 
identity as do Muslim men. 
 As Jane Smith has observed:
 

It is . . . essential for those of us 
outside of the community of
 
Islam to recognize that for the Muslim, critique of the words of
 
the Quran--in regard to the relation of man and woman as in any

other matter--amounts to rebellion not against a human system but
 
against one that is considered to be divine. The traditions of
 
men can be changed, but God's ordered plan for humanity cannot.
 
The task of the Muslim woman will be to unaerstand the difference,
 
and to take her stand for self-identity within the divinely
 
ordained structure of Islam.88
 

In the final analysis, economic factors may most effectively challenge

the attitude that Muslim women working outside 
of their homes are a short
 
step from leading immoral lives. More and 
more families caught in an
 
economic pinch to women help meet
turn their to rising expenses. Smith
 
found opportunities for women to work "increasingly good" 
throughout the
 
contemporary Middle East, especially in Syria, Kuwait, and Iraq. 89
 
Indeed, the perceptions of educated women I interviewed at Lahore in 1983
 
were that educational and employment opportunities are increasing for their
 
daughters, that girls ever before are schools
more than entering and
 
colleges, 
and that women are now found in many new types of positions--in

banks, in post offices, etc. They seemed to have little fear that
 
government policies would halt the 
further integration of urban women into
 
the work force. If and when the Zia government conceptualizes a solution to
 
the economic problems that plague Pakistan, concerns other than male-female
 
relations may take primacy since the contribution of all Pakistanis will be
 
required for economic development. 90
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